Finding patterns in long event sequences is an important data mining task. Two decades ago research focused on finding all frequent patterns, where the anti-monotonic property of support was used to design e cient algorithms. Recent research focuses on producing a smaller output containing only the most interesting patterns. To achieve this goal, we introduce a new interestingness measure by computing the proportion of the occurrences of a pattern that are cohesive. This measure is robust to outliers, and is applicable to sequential patterns. We implement an e cient algorithm based on constrained prefix-projected pattern growth and pruning based on an upper bound to uncover the set of top-k quantile-based cohesive sequential patterns. We run experiments to compare our method with existing stateof-the-art methods for sequential pattern mining and show that our algorithm is e cient and produces qualitatively interesting patterns on large event sequences.
Introduction
Pattern discovery in sequential data is an established field in data mining. The earliest research focused on the setting where data consisted of many sequences, where a pattern was defined as a sequence that reoccurred in a high enough number of such input sequences. Among the algorithms that produce a ranking of the most frequent sequential patterns, given a large database of typically short sequences, are GSP [2] and PrefixSpan [8] . For mining patterns in a single long sequence, the first method was proposed by Mannila et al. [11] . Their Winepi method uses a sliding window of a fixed length to traverse the sequence, and a pattern is then considered frequent if it occurs in a high enough number of these sliding windows. Laxman et al. [10] reformulate frequency as the maximal number of non-intersecting minimal windows of the pattern in the sequence. In this context, a minimal window of the pattern in the sequence is defined as a subsequence of the input sequence that contains the pattern, such that no smaller subsequence also contains the pattern. All of the above algorithms are able to generate all frequent patterns, by leveraging the so-called Apriori property [1] . This property implies that the frequency of a pattern is never smaller than the frequency of any of its super-patterns. In other words, frequency is an anti-monotonic quality measure. While this property ⇤ University of Antwerp, Belgium. † Monash University, Melbourne, Australia is computationally very practical, since large candidate patterns can be generated from smaller patterns, the undesirable side-e↵ect is that single items, and small patterns in general, will always be ranked higher than their super-patterns. Another argument against classical frequency-based techniques is that they report sets or sequences of items where items occur frequently together in a window, but do not account for all individual occurrences of these items. If two items occur frequently, and through pure randomness often occur near each other, they will together form a top-ranked pattern, even though they are not correlated. Recent research, however, stepped away from mining all frequent patterns. Some authors reduce the number of patterns, for example, using information theoretic approaches such as Minimal Description Length [7] , thereby producing a smaller set of patterns that covers the sequence best [9, 17, 6] . Other authors propose di↵erent measures of interestingness, that do not benefit from an anti-monotonic quality measure to prune the search space of candidate patterns, but produce a more interesting ranking of patterns [3, 13, 15] .
Cule et al. [3, 4] introduced a new interestingness measure called cohesion, defined as a measure of how near each other the items making up an interesting itemset occur on average. However, just like frequency-based methods, cohesion has its drawbacks. For example, suppose items a and b occur very frequently next to each other in the input sequence. Now suppose that one occurrence of b is very far from the nearest a. Since cohesion is inversely proportional to the mean of all minimal windows, itemset ta, bu would score low on cohesion. Furthermore, cohesion is only defined for itemsets and is not a suitable measure for sequential patterns.
In this work, we tackle this problem by measuring the proportion of a pattern's occurrences that are cohesive, where we consider an occurrence to be cohesive if the minimal window length is small relative to the size of the pattern. We call this measure the quantile-based cohesion of the pattern. This is a more robust measure that is not susceptible to random outliers. While we concentrate on sequential patterns, the work presented here can directly be applied to other pattern types, such as itemsets, too. In the example above, itemset ta, bu would, evaluated by our new measure, score very highly.
Receiving the top-maul from Starbuck, he advanced towards the main-mast with the hammer uplifted in one hand, exhibiting the gold with the other, and with a high raised voice exclaiming: Whosoever of ye raises me a white-headed whale with a wrinkled brow and a crooked jaw; whosoever of ye raises me that white-headed whale, with three holes punctured in his starboard fluke -look ye, whosoever of ye raises me that same white whale, he shall have this gold ounce, my boys! "Huzza! huzza!" cried the seamen, as with swinging tarpaulins they hailed the act of nailing the gold to the mast.
It's a white whale," I say, resumed Ahab, as he threw down the top-maul; a white whale. "Skin your eyes for him, men; look sharp for white water; if ye see but a bubble, sing out."
All this while Tashtego, Daggoo, and Queequeg had looked on with even more intense interest and surprise than the rest, and at the mention of the wrinkled brow and crooked jaw they had started as if each was separately touched by some specific recollection.
"Captain Ahab," said Tashtego, "that white whale must be the same that some call Moby Dick." "Moby Dick?" shouted Ahab. "Do ye know the white whale then, Tash?" "Does he fan-tail a little curious, sir, before he goes down?" said the Gay-Header deliberately.
"And has he a curious spout, too," said Daggoo, "very bushy, even for a parmacetty, and mighty quick, Captain Ahab?" "And he have one, two, tree -oh! good many iron in him hide, too, Captain," cried Queequeg disjointedly, "all twiske-tee betwisk, like him -him -" faltering hard for a word, and screwing his hand round and round as though uncorking a bottle -"like him -him -" "Corkscrew!" cried Ahab, "aye, Queequeg, the harpoons lie all twisted and wrenched in him; aye, Daggoo, his spout is a big one, like a whole shock of wheat, and white as a pile of our Nantucket wool after the great annual sheep-shearing; aye, Tashtego, and he fan-tails like a split jib in a squall. Death and devils! men, it is Moby Dick ye have seen -Moby Dick -Moby Dick!" "Captain Ahab," said Starbuck, who, with Stubb and Flask, had thus far been eyeing his superior with increasing surprise, but at last seemed struck with a thought which somewhat explained all the wonder. "Captain Ahab, I have heard of Moby Dick -but it was not Moby Dick that took off thy leg?" We illustrate the various interestingness measures in Figure 1 . Here, we show a fragment of the novel Moby Dick written by Herman Melville with four sequential patterns highlighted. These four patterns are all ranked in the top-10 using quantile-based cohesion. Frequency defined as the number of minimal non-overlapping windows, as proposed by Laxman et. al, would report pwhite, whaleq, pCaptain, Ahabq and pMoby, Dickq in the top-10, but not pwrinkled, brow, crooked, jawq because this pattern does not occur frequently enough. We also remark that other patterns, such as pAhab, Dickq, are ranked highly using frequency alone, despite not being correlated. The cohesion-based FCI algorithm [3] does not rank pCaptain, Ahabq high, due to fact that the two items, though correlated, also occasionally appear far from each other, resulting in a relatively large mean of minimal window lengths.
Since quantile-based cohesion is not antimonotonic, designing an e cient algorithm to exactly find all sequential patterns is not trivial. To facilitate our search, we define an upper bound that computes the maximal quantile-based cohesion for any super-pattern of the current candidate sequential pattern that could still be generated to prune candidate patterns. Our algorithm uses constrained prefix-projected pattern growth to generate all candidates, and uses this upper bound for additional pruning. Computation of all minimal windows and generation of candidates becomes more e cient as the projected input sequence becomes smaller ensuring our algorithm is also e cient on larger event sequences with many items. We perform several experiments to validate that these algorithms perform well on artificial and text datasets from a qualitative and performance perspective.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we formally describe the problem setting and define the patterns we aim to discover. Section 3 provides a detailed description of our algorithm and upper bound. In Section 4 we present an experimental evaluation of our method, and compare with a number of related state-of-the-art methods. We present an overview of the most relevant related work in Section 5 and conclude our work in Section 6.
Problem Setting
The input dataset consists of a single sequence of items (or events), that is S " pxi 1 , t 1 y, . . . , xi n , t n yq, where i k P ⌦ is an item coming from a finite domain ⌦ of all possible items, and t k is a timestamp. The sequence is ordered chronologically so for any 1 † k § n, it holds that t k´1 § t k . A window Srt a , t b s is a subsequence of S between timestamps t a and t b , that is Srt a , t b s contains all xi k , t k y P S for which t a § t k § t b . We define the window length as |Srt a , t b s| " t b´ta . For simplicity we omit the timestamps from our examples and write a sequence as pi 1 , . . . , i n q thereby assuming the timestamps are consecutive integers.
A sequential pattern is denoted as X s "
Copyright © 2018 by SIAM Unauthorized reproduction of this article is prohibited 91 ps 1 , . . . , s m q, representing a pattern that consists of items s 1 until s m in that order, where s k P ⌦. We do not require each item s k to be unique, that is sequential patterns can contain repeating items. Unlike windows, a sequential pattern occurrence allows gaps between items. We say that a sequential pattern X s occurs in a window Srt a , t b s if all items in X s occur in the specified order in the window, that is,
To evaluate a pattern, we make use of minimal windows. For every distinct item i P X s and every timestamp t where xi, ty P S, we need to find the shortest window around t that contains an occurrence of X s . Formally, we define the minimal window at timestamp t as
Note that a sequential pattern is sometimes not covered by any window at timestamp t. For example, given the sequential pattern X s " pa, bq and the sequence S " p. . . , b, aq, for the last a there is no window that would cover X s . In this case we say the minimal window has a length of 8. Since we measure the proportion of occurrences that are cohesive, this is not a problem, as large minimal windows are discarded anyway. Finally, we denote the set of occurrences of the pattern as coverpX s , Sq " tt | xi, ty P S^i P X s u, and define its support as supportpX s , Sq " |coverpX s , Sq|.
We are now ready to define quantile-based cohesion. This measure tackles the problems of both frequencybased and cohesion-based methods, as illustrated in Section 1. Given a cohesion threshold ↵, that determines, relative to the pattern size, if a pattern occurrence is cohesive enough, we compute the proportion of the occurrences that are cohesive. Formally, given a set of minimal windows for each occurrence of a pattern, we define the quantile-based cohesion for a sequential pattern X s in sequence S as
where we omit the S argument if it is clear from the context. Finally, we remark that, given a frequency threshold ✓, we ignore all infrequent items, that is if supportpiq † ✓, we do not use item i P ⌦ in the generation of candidate patterns. Our goal is to solve the following problem: Given a single sequence of items S, a cohesion threshold ↵, a frequency threshold ✓, a size limit maxsize, and the number of desired patterns k, find each sequential pattern X s where |X s | § maxsize, for each i P X s , supportpiq • ✓, and X s is ranked in the top-k set of patterns according to C quan pX s q w.r.t ↵.
Algorithm
In this section, we present a detailed description of our algorithm for mining sequential patterns. We first show how we generate candidates using prefix-projected pattern growth. We then discuss how we can prune large numbers of potential candidates by computing an upper bound on quantile-based cohesion. Parameters for controlling our algorithm include k, ↵ and maxsize.
Prefixed-projected pattern growth
Our algorithm combines ideas from two di↵erent methods. At its core, our algorithm is similar to the depth-first search by Cule et al. for mining cohesive itemsets [3] . We first generate candidates in a depth-first way. For each candidate, we compute the set of minimal windows, and prune a candidate and associated super-patterns based on an upper bound of quantile-based cohesion. There are two bottlenecks in this baseline algorithm. First, we would have to compute the set of minimal windows for each candidate, which requires visiting all occurrences of items in the current candidate X s . Second a naive approach would generate new candidate patterns by combining the current candidate with all items in ⌦. In order to address both bottlenecks, we integrate this approach with the strategy of recursively projecting the input sequence, similar to prefix-projected pattern growth first used in PrefixSpan [8] .
Definitions
During the depth-first search we generate candidate super-sequences Z s by adding items from the set Y at the end of the current candidate sequence X s , that is, given X s " ps 1 , . . . , s n q and Y " ty 1 , . . . , y l u,
We initialize Y as ⌦ at depth 0. Y can also be computed based on the projection of S on X s defined as P Xs pSq " tSrt a , t b s|xs 1 , t a y P S^X s † Srt a , t b su, with t b " t a`↵¨m axsize. Note that we restrict the length of the projected windows to ↵¨maxsize. We Copyright © 2018 by SIAM Unauthorized reproduction of this article is prohibited 92 define the su x of a window given a sequential pattern X s as the subsequence after the first occurrence of X s ,
where ✏ denotes the smallest possible period of time between two non-simultaneous events. Finally, given the projection on X s of S we can define the multiset of all possible candidate items Y`as
where we use a multiset-union ï , which allows us to bound the number of possible repetitions allowed for each item z i in candidate super-sequences Z s . A similar definition based on the set-union is used to compute Y .
We now discuss the intuition behind these definitions. We first observe that we are only interested in computing the number of minimal windows that are smaller than ↵¨|X s |. Therefore, it is not necessary to compute all minimal windows. A second observation is that given pattern X s " ps 1 q we can guarantee that for any super-sequence, each interesting minimal window will start with an occurrence of s 1 and must be smaller than ↵¨maxsize. Therefore, we can compute the set of minimal windows based on the projection of ps 1 q induced on S for every super-sequence that starts with ps 1 q. On the first level, the set of projected windows might not be much smaller than |S|, but as the pattern becomes longer, the projection will become much smaller. For instance, given Z s " ps 1 , s 2 q each window Srt a , t b s P P ps1q can be removed from P ps1,s2q if ps 1 , s 2 q ¢ Srt a , t b s. Furthermore, each individual window in the projection will shrink based on su xpSrt a , t b s, X s q. Thus by computing the projected windows, two bottlenecks of the depth-first search in this settings are resolved: first, minimal windows for a candidate Z s " ps 1 , . . . , s k`1 q can be computed incrementally on the monotonically decreasing projection induced by X s " ps 1 , . . . , s k q, and, second, candidate items s k`1 for generating candidates at each next level, are not selected from the full set ⌦ but must occur in Y`. Finally, an additional benefit of applying prefixprojected pattern growth is that our upper bound becomes tighter, as discussed in Section 3.2.
Implementation
The main algorithm for mining quantile-based cohesive sequential patterns (QCSP) is shown in Algorithm 1. We maintain a stack for performing the recursive prefix-projected search. During the recursion we maintain three variables: the current candidate sequential pattern X s , the projection on X s of the sequence and a set of candidate items for generating super-sequences Z s where X s is a prefix of Z s . We initialize this stack by setting X s to the empty sequence, the projection is S itself, and the set of all candidate items is ⌦ (line 1). Next, we initialize an empty heap that contains at most k patterns sorted on quantile-based cohesion (line 2). This topk of most quantile-based cohesive patterns is also returned after the main prefix-projected search loop has finished (lines 4-26). In the main loop we first pop the current node from the stack (line 5). We investigate if this is a leaf, that is, an unpruned sequential pattern, with no more super-sequences to enumerate. We add the candidate to the heap of top-k most cohesive patterns if its quantile-based cohesion is higher than the current worst candidate pattern in the heap (line 7). Note that the first k candidates will be added without any condition, but the minimal quantile-based cohesion Copyright © 2018 by SIAM Unauthorized reproduction of this article is prohibited will increase as more and more candidates are uncovered, which in turn a↵ects the pruning. If the candidate is not a leaf we evaluate the mingap and upper bound function C maxquan pX s , Y q which are explained in the next subsection (line [16] [17] . If the current candidate, and all its super-sequences cannot be pruned, we generate a super-sequence Z s " pX s , s k`1 q using the first item in Y (line 21), the set of possible items to generate candidates of length |X s |`1. We compute the projection of Z s induced on S by calling the function project (line 22). The details of the auxiliary functions Project, which computes the projection P Zs pSq incrementally based on the projection of P Xs pSq and Proj Candidates, which computes the set of possible candidate items Y , are provided in the Appendix 1 .
We use an example, shown in Figure 2 , to illustrate the runtime behavior of our algorithm. We show the trace on the example sequence pa, b, c, , , , , b, a, cq with parameters ↵ " 2, maxsize " 3 and k " 2. In theory, there are |⌦| 2`| ⌦| 3 candidates possible. The first candidate generated is X s " paq. The projected window size is at most ↵¨maxsize " 6, and there are two windows in P paq . After the projection, we find that only b and c are left in Y , the set of remaining items to form candidates that start with a. As c occurs twice and b only once, c is visited first, and our next candidate is X s " pa, cq. Since the su x of P pa,cq does not contain any more items, it becomes a leaf, and we add sequential pattern pa, cq to the heap with a quantile-based cohesion of 1. Next we project on X s " pa, bq and remove one window in the projection. The only possible su x left is c. We then generate X s " pa, b, cq. This candidate pattern is a leaf node, and is added to the heap with a quantile-based cohesion of 0.5. Next, X s " pa, bq is visited again as a leaf, but not added to the heap, because its quantile-based cohesion of 0.5 is not strictly higher than the minimal score of C quan ppa, b, cqq " 0.5 of the top-2 patterns currently in the heap. Next, X s " pbq is generated, and then X s " pb, cq. The quantile-based cohesion of X s " pb, cq is 1 and it is added to the heap, replacing the previously lowest-scoring element pa, b, cq. Then, X s " pb, aq is generated. The maximal cohesion of pb, aq, with Y " tcu given by C maxquan ppb, aq, tcuq " 4 6 (see Section 3.2) is less than the the current minimal score of 1, so we can prune this branch. Finally, candidates X s " pcq and X s " pc, bq are generated, with cohesion 0.0 since no window is smaller than ↵¨2. The final top-k heap contains pb, cq and pa, cq both with a cohesion of 1. : (a,b,c):0.5 (a,c) 
Pruning
At any node in the search tree, let X s denote the current candidate sequential pattern, while Y denotes all items that can still be added to X s to form super-sequences. If we can compute an upper bound on the quantile-based cohesion for all candidates Z s P ZpX s , Y q, and this maximal score is lower than min coh we can prune the branch, where min coh corresponds to the current minimum score of any pattern in the heap, or, if the heap is not full, it is set to 0. In this section, we derive this upper bound.
Upper bound based on mingap
Our first upper bound comes from the observation that in some cases not a single occurrence of two items is cohesive. Intuitively, if the minimal gap, that is the minimal window length of any occurrence of pa, bq is already too high, the likelihood that pa, bq or any superpattern is cohesive is small. We define the minimal gap as Proof. The proof is given in the Appendix.
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Consider the following set of projected windows on X s " pa, bq: P Xs " tpa, , , , b, d, f, q, pa, , , , b, c, d, q,  pa, , , , b , , c, equ. The set of remaining items is Y " tc, d, e, f u. Note that X s X Y " H. ZpX s , Y q can contain super-patterns such as pa, b, f q, pa, b, d, f q or pa, b, c, cq. Here, mingappX s q is 5 and |Z max | is 2 (ignoring gaps). The longest possible pattern has length |X s |`|Z max | " 2`2. If we assume ↵ " 1 than we can prune since 5`2°1¨p2`2q.
Upper bound on quantile-based cohesion
We now present a bound on the number of remaining cohesive minimal windows of any candidate supersequence Z s P ZpX s , Y q, even if repeating items are possible (that is X s XY ‰ H). We can prune X s , and all super-sequences, if the maximal value for quantile-based cohesion is lower than the current value of min coh. Theorem 3.2. Let X s be a candidate pattern and Y the set of items that can still be added to X s . Then for each Z s P ZpX s , Y q generated as candidate by Algorithm 1,
" tt | xi, ty P S^i P X s^E xj, ty P S : j P Y u.
Proof. The proof is given in the Appendix.
We illustrate this bound using an example. Suppose X s " pa, bq occurs 10 times and Y " pcq occurs 2 times. The minimal windows of X s are t2, 2, 2, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 8, 8u. Let us further assume that min coh " 0.5 and alpha " 2. There is only one non-repeating candidate item in Y`" tcu, thus only Z s " Z 1 max pXq " pa, b, cq is possible. The maximal window length possible is ↵¨3 " 6. There are seven windows of X s that are larger than 6. supportpZ 1 max q " 12, thus C maxquan pX s , Y q " 1´7 12 " 5 12 which is lower than min coh so we can prune this branch. We remark that, unlike pruning based on mingap, when X s and Y are not disjoint, we can still count windows for nonoverlapping items in X s , for example given X s " pa, b, cq and Y " tc, du, we can compute all windows of pa, b, cq for all occurrences of items in X s zY " ta, bu.
Experiments
In our experiments, we use one synthetic dataset and three text datasets for easy interpretation of patterns.
We compare QCSP with three state-of-the-art methods both in terms of performance and the quality of output.
FCI [3] finds all cohesive itemsets, SkOPUS [13] finds the top-k sequential patterns with the highest leverage, and GoKrimp [9] finds a set of patterns that best compresses the input. For all three methods, we used publicly available implementations developed in Java 2,3,4 . Our QCSP implementation and the used datasets are publicly available, too 5 . Since we compare our method with state-of-the-art algorithms for both the single sequence and the multiple sequences setting, we use two versions of each dataset, one for each setting.
Datasets
The Synthetic dataset is created by generating a single sequence of 2000 items randomly selected between 6 and 50. Next, we insert the sequential pattern p1, 2, 3, 4, 5q with at most 5 gaps at 40 random non-overlapping locations. We transform this sequence S into a set of sequences S 1 by using a sliding window of size 20. The Moby dataset consists of all words in the novel Moby Dick written by Herman Melville 6 . We preprocessed the text using the Porter Stemmer, and removed the stopwords. We transformed the single sequence S into a set of sequences S 1 by creating a separate sequence for each sentence. JMLR consists of abstracts of papers from the Journal of Machine Learning Research 7 , where each abstract is preprocessed as in Moby. Each abstract is considered a separate sequence. Since our method requires a single sequence, we transform this dataset by concatenating the abstracts, adding ↵¨maxsize time stamps between any two abstracts, thus avoiding generating patterns that span over two di↵erent abstracts. Finally, Trump consists of tweets of president Trump from 1 January 2016 until 2 October 2017 8 . We removed all re-tweets and preprocessed the tweet texts as in Moby, and converted into a single sequence as in JMLR. Table 1 shows the basic characteristics of each dataset, where |⌦| denotes the number of distinct items in the dataset and µpS 1 q the average length of a sequence in the multiple sequences setting.
Performance comparison between methods
We begin by remarking that it is not possible to compare the runtime of all algorithms directly for several reasons. First of all, the runtime depends on the chosen parameters and input representation (single sequence or many sequences), which are di↵erent for each method. Second, FCI solves a di↵erent problem since it mines itemsets, and QCSP allows sequential patterns to contain repeating items, which is not the case for SkOPUS or GoKrimp. However, despite these restrictions, we include this experiment to get an idea of the overall runtime required for each method. For QCSP and SkOPUS we set maxsize " 5 and k " 50. For FCI we set maxsize " 5, and for QCSP we set ↵ to 2. For all experiments, we used ✓ " 10, and we filtered out the infrequent items in a pre-processing step. Since we cannot directly control the number of patterns in FCI, we report the runtime for the run with the highest cohesion threshold that leads to discovering at least k patterns. Finally, GoKrimp has no parameters to tune. Table 2 shows the runtimes on all datasets. We note that FCI is notably slower than other methods, while
GoKrimp is notably faster. However, GoKrimp is di↵erent in nature, since it does not attempt to generate all candidates and employs heuristics to perform greedy search. Furthermore, GoKrimp always produced fewer than 50 patterns. Overall, we can conclude that the runtime of QCSP is both acceptable and competitive. We also analyzed the impact on performance of pruning based on mingap and based on an upper bound on quantile-based cohesion. We provide a detailed report of these experiments in the Appendix. In short, we can conclude that pruning reduces the number of candidates by an order of magnitude, and also improves runtime performance for higher values of maxsize. We also conclude that the e↵ect of a higher k on runtime behavior is not very large. The e↵ect of varying maxsize is clear -if maxsize increases, the total runtime grows rapidly, since the number of possible candidate patterns increases exponentially. Even so, on Moby, our largest dataset, with a length of over 100 000 items (see Table 1 ), finding the top-20 quantile-based cohesive sequential patterns up to a maximal size of 10 took only 39 minutes.
Quality comparison between methods
In our final set of experiments we compare the quality of the patterns found by the di↵erent methods. We use the same parameters as in the previous section and increase k to 250. Table 3 shows the top-5 sequential patterns discovered by the various methods on all four datasets, with patterns found only by a single method shown in bold (we provide the top-20 for all methods in the Appendix). On the Synthetic dataset, we see that both
GoKrimp and QCSP rank the desired pattern first. FCI ranks the pattern in the 9th position because, due to the randomness of gaps in our generator, for some subsequences (but not all) the ratio between pattern length and average minimal window length is larger.
SkOPUS surprisingly does not report the sequence in the top-500. It seems that the definition of expected support seems to be biased towards shorter sequential patterns. For the text datasets, we have omitted the results for FCI for the sake of brevity. SkOPUS, GoKrimp and QCSP all seem to report interesting patterns. The main di↵erence between the patterns produced by QCSP and GoKrimp is that the former ranks on C quan and only considers the proportion of cohesive occurrences. As such, a sequential pattern that occurs cohesively in 2 out of a total of 2 occurrences, ranks as highly as a sequence that occurs cohesively in 100 out of a total of 100 instances. By sorting the top-250 quantile-based cohesive patterns on support rather than C quan , we get a ranking very close to GoKrimp. In other words, most of the patterns found by GoKrimp are ranked relatively highly by QCSP, but, crucially, not vice versa -many interesting patterns discovered by QCSP are not found at all by GoKrimp.
SkOPUS mostly reports short patterns, and its top-250 for Trump consists only of patterns of length 2. There is little overlap between the output of SkOPUS and QCSP. For instance, in JMLR, 59 patterns found in the top-250 by SkOPUS start with paper, and 44 end with result, while the top-250 produced by QCSP contains no patterns starting with paper, and only one pattern ends with result, namely (experi,result).
Unlike other methods, QCSP ranks many long patterns in the top-250. Patterns such as (crooked, hillary, clinton) and (repeal, replace, obamacare) in the Trump dataset, or (reproduce, kernel, hilbert, space) and (markov, chain, monte, carlo) in the JMLR dataset are not found in the top-250 of the other methods at all. Less frequent patterns with high quantilebased cohesion, such as (las,vegas), (mrs,hussey), (nearest,neighbor ), (cross,validation) or (bayesian, network ) Copyright © 2018 by SIAM Unauthorized reproduction of this article is prohibited are not reported at all in the top-250 of SkOPUS or the limited pattern set of GoKrimp, despite the fact that, for example, 46 out of 47 occurrences of (puerto,rico) are cohesive in Trump tweets, which clearly makes it an important pattern. We conclude that QCSP is capable of finding interesting patterns that other methods fail to discover, while not missing out on interesting patterns that other methods do find.
Related Work
We have examined the most important related work in Section 1, and experimentally compared our work with the existing state-of-the-art methods in Section 4. Here, we place our work into the wider context of sequential pattern mining. In a single long input sequence,
Winepi [11] , Laxman [10] and Marbles [5] mine all frequent episodes, where frequency is defined using sliding windows, minimal windows and weighted minimal windows, respectively. It has been experimentally validated in recent research that the top-k most frequent patterns are often not very interesting [3, 13, 6] .
SkOPUS [13] and EpiRank [15] are two approaches that rank sequential patterns and general episodes, respectively, based on an elaborate definition of leverage. We have compared our method with SkO-PUS and found that we typically rank longer patterns higher. EpiRank ranks episodes based on the output of an existing frequent sequential pattern miner [16] . As such, it is unlikely that less frequent and/or longer, but strongly quantile-based cohesive, sequential patterns reported by QCSP would be uncovered by this method. Theoretically, we could mine a very large set of candidate sequential patterns by setting the support threshold very low, but this would result in pattern explosion, especially for enumerating longer patterns.
Related to EpiRank, Tatti also proposed a way to measure the mean and variance of minimal windows of episode occurrences, and rank episodes by comparing these values with the expected length according to the independence model [14] . Like EpiRank, this method also requires as input the output of an existing frequency based episode miner, making it, too, either unlikely or ine cient to produce less frequent or longer cohesive candidates than our direct approach.
Pattern reduction based on Minimal Description Length produces a smaller set of patterns that covers the sequence best. We have compared with GoKrimp [9] , which is related to other MDL-based algorithms such as SQS [17] and ISM [6] . All these methods take multiple sequences as input, which is di↵erent from our approach. Another di↵erence is that rather than enumerating as few candidates as possible and then selecting the best candidates according to an interestingness measure, they employ heuristic search to incrementally build a set of non-redundant patterns. Applying heuristic search to finding top quantile-based cohesive patterns is also feasible, but we would lose the guarantee that our output contains the exact set of top-k most quantilebased cohesive patterns.
QCSP is also related to research in constraint pattern mining. PG by Pei et al. [12] defines a generic sequential pattern algorithm, based on pattern-growth, that can handle a variety of constraints. We use a length constraint induced by maxsize and a gap constraint induced by ↵¨maxsize.
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As mentioned in Section 1, our definition of quantile-based cohesion for sequential patterns is based on the existing definition of cohesion for itemsets [3] . We note that our work (both the definition and the algorithm) could easily be adapted for mining quantilebased cohesive itemsets or episodes e ciently.
6 Conclusions and future work In this paper, we present a novel method for finding interesting sequential patterns in event sequences. Compared to other interestingness measures, our quantilebased cohesion is not biased towards shorter patterns or patterns consisting of very frequent items. Furthermore, our measure is robust in the presence of outliers, and flexible, since we do not use a sliding window of fixed length, as is common in existing methods. We define quantile-based cohesion as the proportion of occurrences of the pattern that are cohesive, i.e., where the minimal window is small. This measure is easy to interpret, and reports both frequent and less frequent, but always strongly correlated, sequential patterns, that other methods often fail to find. Since quantile-based cohesion is not an anti-monotonic measure, we rely on an upper bound to prune candidate patterns and their supersequences. We include this pruning function in a variant of constraint-based sequential pattern mining based on pattern growth, and show both theoretically and empirically that our algorithm works e ciently.
In future work, we intend to investigate adapting our algorithm for the anytime setting, by prioritizing more likely candidates in order to find the most interesting patterns quickly, rather than waiting for the entire output. Additionally, we are interested in applications where pattern mining is not the end goal in itself. For example, quantile-based cohesive sequential patterns could be used in tasks such as prediction, classification or anomaly detection within temporal data.
